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                Welcome to Tempaper & Co.
The Pioneers of Peel and Stick Wallpaper: Elevate Your Home Instantly with Our Iconic Collection.
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Committed to making beautiful home décor that is accessible to everyone, Tempaper & Co. was established in 2008.



From master printers, engravers, and designers to colorists who mix by hand, we work with the finest creative minds in their fields to ensure that we are providing our customers with a premium wallpaper.
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New Arrivals
Explore our latest peel and stick wallpaper designs.
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Elevate Your Floors
Discover Our Artisan Area Rugs and Runners.
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Wallpaper Visualizer
See how your favorite print will look in your home. Access our 'See it in Your Space' feature on every product page.
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SAMPLES
Ordering wallpaper samples is the best way to see how a certain print or color will look in your space. Samples are available on every product page.
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Bespoke Wallpaper
Personalize your pattern or recolor any of our 300+ designs. It is easy to order custom wallpaper designs.
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Natural Sophistication
Transform your surroundings with the timeless allure of our grasscloth wallpaper.
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Custom Wallpaper Design
Personalize your own peel-and-stick wallpaper or recolor any of our iconic prints.
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        “We’re in Love"

        This Celeb Fave Peel-and-Stick Wallpaper Company Is Launching a Travel-Inspired Collection, and We’re in Love.

      

    
      
        “The most special room in the house.”

        …makes me feel like I spent a million bucks on a custom wallcovering when I know I didn’t.

      

    
      
        “Tempaper is King”

        When it comes to peel-&-stick wallpaper, Tempaper is King. This distressed metallic design is both dramatic and subtle adding a touch of whimsy and sophistication.
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                A Message from
The Founders
Always committed to making beautiful
 home décor that is accessible to everyone,
 Tempaper began in 2008 by taking a
 200-year-old industry by storm with the
 invention of peel and stick wallpaper. 
 Today, Tempaper continues to develop home
 décor products that are innovative, of the
 highest quality and that appeal to designers
 and consumers of all ages. 



We hope you love our products and
 even more, we hope they inspire
 the creativity in you.
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Unveiling Timeless Elegance at High Point Market
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Navigating Motherhood, Fitness, and Design
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Magical Makeovers: Transforming a Kids Bedroom with Peel and Stick Wallpaper

    

  







Curate stylish interiors with peel and stick wallpaper, unpasted wallpaper and premium grasscloth wallpaper from Tempaper & Co. Decorate your walls with removable mural wallpaper or design your own custom peel and stick wall decals with our design studio. From artisan area rugs to celebrity designer wallpaper collections, Tempaper & Co. has everything you need to elevate your space. Refresh the ambiance of your home with our best selling wallpaper. Tempaper's curated collection includes peel & stick wallpaper, traditional wallpaper, authentic grasscloth wallpaper, wall mural wallpaper, modern floor rugs, and so much more.
Revive the atmosphere of your home with our best wallpaper and home decor favorites. Explore our range of peel and stick wallpaper, authentic grasscloth, artisan rugs, and more. Give your home a fresh look for with our best wallpaper and home decor selections. Explore our exclusive collection of peel and stick wallpaper, authentic grasscloth, area rugs, and more.
Transform your space with our premium peel and stick wallpaper collection. Discover the perfect blend of style and simplicity, making redecorating a breeze. Our self-adhesive wallpapers are beautiful and easy to apply, allowing you to achieve a fresh look quickly. Our peel and stick technology ensures a hassle-free application, saving you time and effort. Change your decor as often as you like! Our removable wallpaper leaves no residue, making it perfect for renters and design enthusiasts alike. Explore a wide range of designs, from classic to contemporary. Whether you're into bold patterns, subtle textures, or vibrant colors, we have the perfect stick on wallpaper to suit your taste.
Craft inviting living spaces with sophisticated and stylish wallpaper that embodies the essence of spring. Our collections are crafted to transform any room into a sanctuary of comfort and rejuvenation, ideal for embracing the vibrant energy of the season. Explore our new peel and stick wallpaper options, featuring high-end prints such as our Chinoiserie wall murals Garden, Fancy Tail and Coral & Kelp designs. Immerse yourself in the allure of serene landscapes with Fancy Tail, Jungle Toile, and Sun-Bleached Floral, or revel in the quiet sophistication of our premium grasscloth wallpaper. Elevate your floors with the luxury of our indoor outdoor rugs, where traditional craftsmanship meets contemporary flair. Explore our luxurious unpasted wallpaper collection for a timeless transformation. Shop now and easily redesign your space this season.
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      Get decor inspiration and style advice delivered to your inbox weekly.
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